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ABSTRACT

An exciting subject of current investigation
in AI and Cognitive Science today is the search for
representations of knowledge that can shed light on
the relationships between diverse human capabilities,
for example the abilities to read and to draw. The
SAT computer program is a natural language
understanding programJ The purpose of the

program is to take English narrative accounts of
traffic accidents as input; to analyze them, build a
concrete model, and actually show an animation of
the event. The SAT program is therefore at its core

concerned with representation of actions involving
both space and time. The program has already had
some initial success with a small set of narratives.
This paper focuses on describing the set of internal

representations that were successfully used in SAT
to take us from English sentences to a graphical
animation.

INTRODUCTION

One of the primary uses of language for our
species is as a means for one person to communicate
to another a story: a sequence of situations and
events. Such an account has been given the term
narrative by researchers in the field. In the modem
word, we have many other purposes of linguistic

communication, such as in scientific or mathematical
papers, political debate, or legal documents, which

have little or no story-like content. However, one
has only to look at a novel or newspaper to

recognize that narratives make up a very large
portion of written communication today. Looking at
the situation and communications of primitive tribes
or early samples of ancient writing, it is clear that

narratives were even more central to language in the
past. And one can well imagine that at the dawn of

language, this genre prominently influenced the

development of our languages from the beginning.
Therefore it is clear that understanding narratives is
a vital step toward understanding natural language
communications in general. In fact, it is this
author’s opinion that the first order of business in
achieving computer understanding of natural
language is the understanding of simple accounts of
spatial and temporal events.

This last point then begs the question as to
what constitutes computer understanding of such a
narrative. Of course the word "understanding" has

been a flash point for debate in this field. There is
little hope of stating a criterion that would be
satisfactory to all; any attempt to do so now would
be premature. But we can at least give a meaningful
criterion and attempt to meet it. The present study
has focused on reports of motor vehicle traffic

accidents. For many types of communication,
converting them into a deductive logical formalism

has been the predominant criterion for claiming
success. This seems an appropriate approach for
certain genres of text, and some in the field have
jumped to the conclusion that this could be the goal
in all cases. However, for the corpus under
consideration here, to convert the sentences to a
logical calculus seems a largely empty exercise in
translation. Consider the following representative
example, which we shall follow throughout this

paper:

Unit #1 stopped at the stop sign after leaving
K’s Merchandise Mart. The driver of Unit 1
pulled out to make a left turn onto Vermillion
Street to go south. The driver of Unit #2 was
northbound on Vermillion in the left lane
when Unit #1 pulled out. Unit #2 skidded
after braking and hit the left side of Unit #1

A much more satisfying means to establish that the
narrative has been "understood" in some real way
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would be to produce an animation of the events.
Introspection certainly supports this notion: when
reading such an account, people tend to "visualize"
the events. Attempting an animation ties this
research in a vital way into efforts now emerging in
other quarters2. It can illuminate the process by
which people proceed from a written text or other
sequential representation into a visualization

process. It can thereby show some of the
commonalties and relationships that our internal
representations of speech and vision might share. In
particular, it will need to have a set of space and
time representations that are compatible with our
ability to see, draw, read, speak, and reason about

events.

The reader will likely recall that the famous
SHRDLU program written by Terry Winograd3 had
a very similar approach. The SAT program can be

viewed as revisiting that general line of research. Of
course, there are also significant differences. What

distinguishes the SAT program from SHRDLU or
any other program of which the author is aware are
the following characteristics:

, The domain of discourse is traffic accident

reports.

¯ The parts of natural language on which the
implementation has focused include tense and
aspect of verbs, spatial and temporal
prepositional phrases and clauses, and noun-

noun modification, among others.

¯ Of central concern to the SAT program are

the relationships between multiple sentences
in a narrative as well. Various types of
anaphora detection and accommodation must
be accomplished by the program (e.g.

references to events, times, locations, and
objects).

¯ Unlike SHRDLU, which dealt with a closed
domain containing a fixed set of entities, the

SAT program is open-world: it creates as
many entities of as many types as it detects
in the narrative being processed.

¯ Most programs and publications on this topic
have focused on either space or time to the
exclusion of the other. The author agrees
that there is so much to be done in either
domain that this is quite appropriate. But of
particular interest in embarking on this

project was the question of whether a body of
theory that had been developed for time-
interpretation of narratives could be extended
and successfully implemented for both space
and time together. 4 To the author’s

knowledge, no other program has tackled this
unified issue of alignment of the spaces and
times of events.

Having mentioned some of the distinctions of this

research in linguistic terms, we now set them aside.

As interesting as these issues are, the purpose of the

present paper is to lay bare the more nitty-gritty

aspects of the program: the internal representations

it used and how these fit together in the whole

process.

Figure 1 (on the following page) diagrams

the sequence of operations involved in taking the

input text to a screen animation. Out of all of the

issues that could be discussed concerning such a

program, this paper focuses almost exclusively on

the set of internal representations or data structures

that were used in the program. When first designing

the SAT program and laying these out, it was not so

clear that these gave the best design. As the

algorithms and modules were programmed, on

numerous occasions the data structures changed.

Parts that seemed important at the outset, but never

got used, steadily "atrophied". When push came to

shove during implementation, it would become clear

that other fields were needed. These structures

evolved a good deal before it was all over.
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Figure 1 Overall Program
Architecture

SAT is a Prolog program, so its modules

are sets of clauses; program data, such as the

lexicon, is provided as clauses stored in the Prolog

database; and when it is said that the program

"posts" a result, the program does this by storing

structures in the database under an appropriate key.

Let’s follow a single sentence from our example as it

proceeds through the steps that Figure 1 outlined.

The "punch line" from our sample narrative was:

"Unit #2 skidded after braking and hit the
left side of Unit #1."

LEXICAL ANALYSIS

Lexical analysis determines division into
"token-clumps", then tokens (more precisely
sememes). During this process, items are fetched
from the lexicon and definitions attached.

Morphological analysis may modify a definition for
a root word into a new def’mition for the actual
word. The forms used to represent attached
morphemes are nearly identical to those for root
words and also for punctuation items in the lexicon.
Thus, one form generally sufficed to handle the
lexical analysis process. The sample is first
transformed into:

(O,4),"Unit"
(4,6),"#2"
(6,13),"skidded"
(13 8),"after"
(18 25) "braking"

(25 28) "and"
(28 31) "hit"
(31 34) "the"
(34 38) "left"
(38 42) "side"
(42 44) "of"
(44 48) "Unit"
(48 51) "#I."

Token clumps from the sentence

After a bit of alteration (for this sentence, merely
pulling off punctuation marks), a sequence of tokens

is produced (it is the same as the above with three
more punctuation tokens).

The next step for SAT is to access entries in
the lexicon to attach meanings to each of these.
Unrestricted English can pose some sticky problems.
Capitalization and its implications in general is one
such issue found in the sample sentence. Word
morphology is a second issue present in this
sentence. SAT treats attached morphemes (such as
"-ed") as operators on the meaning of a root word.
The matter of morphology is open-ended, however:
one has to decide where to draw the line. For
example, SAT does not analyze "northbound", at
least not in the current version.

After applying the morphology to the lexical
entries, the token sequence has a set of def’mitions
attached. A few words are shown in figure 2 (next
page).
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"Unit" ,

,,#,, , []
"2" , [

[ [c,vehicle],
[c,m(phyobj([name,"Unit"]))],
[c,phyobj] ]

[c,m(num)],
[ f,"Route",i, [c,m(street([name, (route , 2)]))]],
[f,"U.S.",i, [c,m(street([name,("U.S." , 2)]))]],
[f,"Unit",i,[c,m(vehicle([name,("#" , 2)]))]],
[f,phyobj,"#",i, [c,m(addnote(c3,(name , "#" , 2)))]],
[f,"#",i, [c,m(vehicle([name,("#" , 2)]))]] 

"skidded" , "skid" , [ [t,bothpast],

[C,SC( nonvol,(oo , hom),simple,
[ [sj], [tl,t2],[ll,12],[stdsj],

[(tl , t2),lin(pl,ll,12,u,’>0’,u,u,u)] ] 
"after" , [ [c,aftercoord],

[ f,sc(finite),i,sc(prespart),
[C,SC( arg(c3,1),arg(c3,2),arg(c3,3),complex,

[[],subord(rl),main(r3)] )] 
"braking" , "brake" , [ [t,prespart],

[c,sc( vol,(oo , hom),simple,
[ [sj],[tl,t2], [ll,12],[stdsj],

[(tl,t2),lin(pl,ll,12,u,slow, u,slow,u)] ] 

Figure 2 Some Tokens with Lexicai Attachments

These are representative of entries in the lexicon for
SAT. The entries are all lists composed of three
forms of element.

(1)The form: [t, ...] holds tense information for
verbs. The first use of the tense information
is in agreement during the parse. The second
use is that the tense and aspect of the verbs
in a narrative is crucial information which

SAT uses to order and align the events it
discerns. The treatment of this topic by
Hans Reichenbach5 and Song and Cohen6

describes the theory which SAT follows.

(See also Almeida7 .)
(2)The form [c, ...] is a meaning to be attached

to the single token. For example, "2"

produces the direct meaning (a semantic
entity) of a number. Likewise, "unit" can

refer to a thing. Specific to this domain and
style of discourse, "unit" always refers to a

vehicle. (In newspaper reports, as opposed
to police reports, a word "car" or "truck",
etc. would have been used in place of
"unit".) Direct meanings are not only for
nouns; note that the word "skidded" produces
a direct meaning. But other words, for

example "and", have no direct meanings.
(3)The form [f, ... [c, ...]] contains a formula

describing a sequence of semantic entities

(constituents). If the formula is met,

then a meaning (a new semantic entity) 
attached to the whole sequence. For example,

one of the formulas for the word "and" is:
[ f, phyobj, i, phyobj, [c,setunion(cl,c3)] 

which in effect says that two "phyobj" entities
with the token "and" in between them result in
an aggregate semantic entity, formed by
taking the set union of the phyobjs.

The entries in the formulas have developed into a
small language. The components of a formula are
any of the following:

¯ A semantic entity class, such as phyobj or
human.

¯ A string, such as "to". This is a way of
insisting a specific word is part of a formula.
(The particles such as "to" or "at" are the

most common participants.)
¯ A few other forms, such as "root(string)" or

"sc(class)". These are needed in certain verb
situations. For example, "pull out", or

"pulling out", etc. are analyzed making "out"
an operator accepting any form whose root is
"pull".

There are additional expressions in the

"constructive" part of the formulas (the [c, ...] form

within them). These are designed to capture

information in the constituents and utilize it in

building the new semantic entity. For example:
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[f, ..., [c,

satisfied,

(CCs).

¯ cn refers to the nth constituent.
¢ arg(cn, m) looks inside the nth constituent,

getting the ruth component of it.
The results of the two forms are as follows:

[c .... ] forms produce "immediate constructs"

(ICs), one-word sized sememes.

...]] forms, if their formulas are

produce "complex constructs"

These representations form a system with power

equivalent to a lambda calculus.

SEMANTIC PARSING

A semantic parser then posts the ICs and
keeps track of CC formulas. Whenever it finds a

formula in an appropriate context (a sequence of
surrounding semantic entities that matches the
formula), it combines the smaller ICs and CCs,
building up meanings for larger aggregate sememes
up to the size of the usual constituents (like NPs or
PPs, etc.) and finally sentence-level propositions.
All valid partial interpretations are built and posted
as it proceeds through the text, in the manner of a
chart parser. For the sample sentence, the program
currently derives about 70 semantic entities, only
about 15 of which become nodes in the final
aggregate entity selected.

The representations from the lexicon were a
language of functions on semantic entities from the

very outset. By use of a single-step semantic parser,
as opposed to a multi-step process, these forms

reflect very directly in the final result of the parsed
and interpreted sentence. The "meaning" assigned to
the sentence by the parser is simply one or more of
the items found in a lexical entry after some
operators have been applied, arguments have been
filled in, and optional roles may have been inserted.
Thus the language in which propositions are
represented is really the same as that in the lexicon
and used throughout the process to this point.

Once we have built the structure which
represents the sentences in the narrative, we come to
the heart of the matter for the SAT program:
(1)It has built a semantic structure which 

designed to capture the information about

things, places, times, and motions. So the

language and content of the parser’s final

result is of interest to those studying

knowledge representation of spatial and

temporal information.

(2)It then further processes this into a format

which uniformly expresses this information.

This representation is a key intermediary

between the two realms of natural

language and 3-dimensional modeling.

(3)It is then in a position to go on to a final

representation which further specifies the

things and motions to the point where they

may be drawn on the screen. This "concrete

interpretation" is only one member of an

infinite set of possibilities.

The remainder of this paper looks at these three

points in more detail.

THE OUTPUT FROM THE
SEMANTIC PARSER

Analysis of a typical simple sentence results

in an actor and a motion that they underwent. Of

course there are additional issues with complex

sentences, which may result in two or three such

motions, either by one actor or multiple actors,

generally with the motions related in time sequence

by some key coordinating word, such as "before",

"after", or "when". The time coordination can be

challenging to interpret, though in most cases in the

traffic accident context it is just a matter of putting

the events in an appropriate order without overlap.

For our sample sentence, this became:
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Actor: m(vehicle([name,("#", 2)1),1)
Actions:

1. An action of braking, which we’ve
represented with:

[(tl,t2), lin(p 1,11,12,u,slow,u,slow,u)]
2. A motion of skidding, which becomes:

[(tl,t2), lin(pl,11,12,u,>0,u,u,u)]
3. A collision, which becomes:

[(tl,t2), hit(p 1,11,12,p2,13,14,u)]
and which, of course, involves another entity:
m(vehicle([name,("#", 1)]), 

The physical objects have been assigned structures

that contain information about names, part-whole
relationships, roles, or attributes that have been
assigned in the sentence. All of these are important
to the task of identifying who is who in the narrative
as a whole, and most of them are handy in their own
right in producing an animation. (Examples: "unit
#2" gives a name, "the left lane" introduces a part
of a street, "the driver of Unit 1" tells of a role that
the human plays, and as a street, "interstate" tells us
a lot of attributes about what kind and size of street

this is.)
The verb phrase from the sentence has

resulted in a complex structure. It holds one or
several items that are termed "microscripts" for their

relationship to Roger Schank’s pioneering work on
scripts, s The microscripts contain information

concerning who, when, where, and what: who
participated in the actions, the time span that the

action covers, the locations involved in plotting out
the action, and then a listing of some primitive
actions of which the overall action of the verb phrase
is composed. English has a vast array of verbs and
ways of expressing motions. They range from the
very precise and graphic (e.g. "The box slid 3 meters
north.") to expressions that concisely summarize
highly complex sequences of events (e.g. "The
football game took place on Sunday.", or even "In
scarcely 100 hours, General Schwarzkopf had
routed the enemy forces.") SAT was not intended to
handle very high level summary statements, but a
sentence like "The driver exited the highway." is a
summary that is within its reach. For specific
motions, one can separate out three aspects: The
overall translation involved (a path through space),

rotations and minor vibrations, and the speed of
traversal of the path (in the given domain, things like
slowing, accelerating, stopping, are significant).
The SAT program currently only captures the gross
translational motions and velocities. Thus it would
not give a very distinct representation for "a perfect
spiral pass", as opposed to a "wobbly pass".

There is reason to hope that a very small set
of primitive motions can decompose those described
by the many motion verbs of English. Certainly
within the domain of traffic accidents and on the text
corpus which formed the basis of this project, only a
very few were needed:

¯ A linear motion, with constant acceleration or
deceleration (commonly the constant 0),
Examples: "drove north", "came to a stop",
"slid west", "slowed", ...

¯ A "snapshot" version of such a motion (having
a motion vector with speed and direction, but
not described as happening over time),
Examples: "was northbound", "is parked",
"started to cross", ...

¯ A change of direction, either with a sudden or
steady turning, at a constant speed,
Examples: "turned left", "swerved to the East",
"caromed (bounced) off the wall", ...

PROPOSITIONAL PROCESSING

These propositions and supporting items are
then analyzed to produce an HDS, an "historium
data structure". Two of the major tasks in this
analysis are:
(1)Recognition of matching references (cases of

anaphora, or in further descriptions) and
(2)Orderings and alignment in space and time of

the basic propositions both within complex
sentences such as the above and between
sentences.

Once this is accomplished for all of the sentences in
the sample narrative, we have the four lists that were
indicated in Figure 1: a list of objects, times,
locations, and events. The times and locations are
stored as very simple structures, almost merely place
holders for the reasoning routines. The objects
(stored under the key "phyo") and events (stored
under the key "hist") bear looking at. A couple of
examples appear in figure 3 on the following page.
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phyo: vehicle, [name,("#", i)], (prop, ~00A803F9),

[ (2, r = 3.0, []),(2, isa(car), []),(2, z = 1.5, 
(2, 1 = 5.0, []),(2, w = 2.0, []) ], 

store, [name, "K’s Merchandise Mart"], (prop, -00A803F9),
[(2, r = 30.0, []),(2, z = 5.0, []),(2, 1 = 50.0, []),(2, w = 50.0, []

hist: del, (~00A503EA, ~00A503E9), (prop, ~00A803F9),

[ lin(~00A803F7,~00A503DD,-00A503DC,u,stop,u,stop,u)
at(~00A803F7,~00A503DC,~00A803F5,-00A503DB) 

sta, ~00A503E6, (prop, ~00A803F9),
[ loc(~009C03BC,~00A503D7,u,’>0’,pi / 2,u,u) 

on(~OO9CO3BC, [~OOA503D7],-OO9CO3BD,~OOA503D6) 
in(~009C03BC, [~00A503D7],~009C03BB,-00A503D5) 
eqtime(~00A503E6,-00A503E8) 

Figure 3 Samples From One Historium Data Structure

Note that the phyos are a list of concrete
entities that play a role in the text. they have the
form:

(Type, Rolelnfo, Source, Structurelnfo, LocHist)

There are 3 fields to note: they contain (1)
the entity class; (2) details from the text, such 
names, roles, components, etc. ; and (3) physical
information (primarily structural descriptions) pulled
from a database of real world knowledge. In this
regard, they no longer reflect simply information in

the text - some values have been fleshed in.

The hists are a list of events described in the
text. These are more complex, and generally contain

pointers to the phyo, time, and loe items. Currently
there are two types of hist items:

(sta, 7"1, Source, MicroScript)
for things that hold at a point in time T1,

(del, (7"1, T2), Source, MicroScript)
for things that occur over a time

interval (T1,T2).

Source is another pointer. MicroScript is the list of
items that were asserted by the input text as holding

at the time point or over the time interval. The first

entry is the primary motion descriptor and is one of
our set of primitives. Subsequent entries give

modifier information. (There is a modifier for each

preposition in English.) These modifiers tie object
locations and motions together. (E.g. an "onto"

modifier tells us that the endpoint of the primary

motion must fall "on" the location of another entity.)

CONCRETIZATION

Finally, definite space and time
interpretations are given to each event in the HDS,
assigning such things as specific locations, velocities
and lengths of motions, etc. Real world knowledge

of some commonsense physics and knowledge about
various objects comes into play in assigning these.
This information is posted into the last component of
the phyos stored in the database. That entry thus

becomes a list of all of the motions and locations for
that one object through the course of the narrative.

The form of the entries in these loehists bears some
resemblance to the entries in the hlst items, however
no relation information between two objects remains.
For example, a "hit" event is turned into simply
times and positions; an "onto" gets used in
constraining the loehist values, but they no longer
mention the constraint - they simply give locations
that abide by it. The loehists entries have the forms

shown below.

fixed(X,Y,Ori) e.g. ( 10.0,15.0,n/2)
used for nonmoving objects, like a
building, or a parked car.

lin(Ti,Xi,Yi,Tf, Xf, Yf, VMag,VOri) e.g.
(10.0,100.0,-50.0,12.0,140.0,-50.0,20.0,rt/2)
used for an object moving in a straight line
(steadily moving or decelerating, etc.).

loe(T,X,Y,Ori,VMag,VOri,AMag,AOri)
e.g. (10.0,50.0,100.0,n,20.0,~,10.0,n/2)
this is typically a temporary entry for the
situation where one does not have any time
span to extrapolate this to.
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arc(Ti,Xi,Yi,V Oi,R,ArcAngle,Tf, Xf, Yf, VMag)
~g. (lO.O~O.O, lO.O, rd4,10.O,-~r2,11.034.141,10.0~5~)
for an object steadily progressing around a
curvature

The hist items are processed and turned into these
entries one by one. Concretization presents a classic
constraint-satisfaction and belief-revision problem.
The primitive motions can be thought of as pipes in

space-time. From that analogy, I refer to this
process of fitting the smaller motions together and
revising as pipe-fitting and it proceeds much as a
plumber might join pipes together. A key to
handling this job is having the dependencies stored in
the developing model. Thus there is a final database
type:

conn: This structure stores the non-
monotonic reasoning items used to assemble multi-
sentence narrative information. The form for these
is:

(Reason, Iteml, Relator, Item2) For
example, (convention, (P1, 1, x2), =, (P1, 2, 
The reasons are either: "stated" (if something was
stated in the text), or "convention" (for a default
value). In a conflict, a "stated" value wins over 
value derived by convention. At the end of the
processing these conn items have served their
function and are removed. The final representation
for our story is all in the phyos. Each physical
object can now be drawn at any time during the time
span of the narrative using the information in its
lochist component. (This tells where to plot the

things. The information in its other components is
used in drawing as well, since these tell more about
what to draw at the given location.) A sample phyo
with lochist is shown in figure 4 below:

CONCLUSION

The SAT computer program takes English
narrative accounts, analyzes them, builds a concrete
model, and shows an animation of the event. The
key to success thus far has been the design and
construction of a few data structures which embody
helpful knowledge representations of the
information. These representations are: (1) The
input text, (2) a stream of tokens, (3) the stream 
lexicon entries attached, (4) a set of aggregate

semantic structures, (5) an historium data structure,
and (6) the concrete animation model. The reader
should now have a taste for the content of each of
these structures. They are all representations of

actions in space and time. Researchers in the fields
of AI and cognitive science have begun searching for
commonalties between diverse human capabilities.
It seems reasonable that representations much like
these might be used by humans as they think about
narratives or about episodes in their own lives, It is
therefore hoped that the representations given here
can shed some light on the relationship of such skills

as vision, internal episodic imagination, reasoning,
writing, drawing, producing language, and

understanding language.

vehicle, [name, ("#", i) ], (prop, ~00A803F9),
[ (2, r = 3.0, []), (2, isa(car), []), (2, z 

(2, 1 = 5.0, []), (2, w = 2.0, []) 
[ lin (0.0,0.0,0.0,2.0,-30.0,0.0,15.0,pi),

lin(2.0, -30.0,0.0,4.0,-45.0,0.0, stop (15.0) ,pi),
lin (4.0, -45.0,0.0,6.0,-55.0,0.0, start (i0.0) ,pi) 
lin(6.0,-55.0,0.0,7.0, -65.0,0.0,10.0,pi) 

store, [name, "K’s Merchandise Mart"], (prop, ~00A803F9),
[(2, r = 30.0, []),(2, z = 5.0, []),(2, 1 = 
[fixed(25.0,-36.0,u)]

etc...

[]),

[]),(2, w = 50.0, [])] 

Figure 4 The Data Structure for the Animation Routine
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